May 25, 2018

Mr. Brent J. Fields, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Washington D.C. 20549
Re: Proposed Transaction Fee Pilot for NMS Stocks, File No. S7-05-18
Dear Mr. Fields:
I am writing on behalf of the Consumer Federation of America (CFA)1 to express our
support for the proposed pilot program to produce data on the effects of equity exchange
transaction fees and rebates, and changes to those fees and rebates, on order routing behavior,
execution quality, and market quality. We have strongly supported the concept of a pilot program
to study the effects of the maker-taker pricing model2 and we applaud the Commission for taking
this critical step toward making such a pilot program a reality. We believe the Commission has,
by and large, proposed a thoughtful and reasonable approach that will provide meaningful data to
help inform future regulatory action. In particular, we appreciate that it would:
● Apply broadly to all exchanges and include a comprehensive set of securities for each test
group;
● Include a “no rebate” test group; and
● Be implemented as a Commission rule rather than a National Market System (NMS)
plan.
However, we also believe that the Commission should make several important changes to
the proposal for the pilot to produce the most meaningful information possible, including the
following:
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● Test groups 1 and 2 should directly cap rebates, rather than just capping fees. Otherwise,
it is possible that exchanges will pay rebates in excess of the fee cap.
● Test group 3 (the “no rebate” test group) should cap fees both for removing and
providing displayed liquidity, rather than just capping fees for removing displayed
liquidity. Otherwise, it is possible that exchanges will charge in excess of the fee cap for
providing displayed liquidity.
● Test group 3 should eliminate the market maker exception. Should the Commission
decide not to eliminate the market maker exception, it should, at the very least, be
actively involved in prescribing rigorous market making standards, rather than deferring
to the exchanges. The Commission should take this approach both to ensure that market
makers fulfil their essential role and to ensure that market makers do not exploit their
privileged position in ways that subordinate their customers’ interests or gain an unfair
competitive advantage over non-market makers in routing customer orders.
I.

Background

Trading centers in our national market system currently compete on terms that can be
unfavorable to investors. In an effort to attract business, trading centers typically offer brokerdealers inducements in the form of rebates and other incentives for sending order flow to them.3
Just as in other instances where incentives drive behavior, academic research and empirical
evidence have shown that, here too, the rebates that venues offer to broker-dealers distort brokerdealers’ order routing practices and the resulting execution quality obtained for their customers.4
These incentives make it more likely that broker-dealers will route their customers’ orders to
capture (or avoid paying) the rebate, serving their own interests, rather than routing their
customers’ orders in ways that serve their customers’ best interest. These incentives compromise
broker-dealers’ bedrock obligations to seek best execution for their customers.5 In addition to the
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fact that distorting brokers’ routing decisions can result in harm to investors, distorting brokers’
routing decisions can also increase market complexity and adversely affect market quality. 6
Under the predominant “maker-taker” pricing model, a trading center pays firms for
orders that provide liquidity, and charges firms “taker” fees for orders that remove liquidity. But
in trading venues’ eagerness to seek unique and creative ways to differentiate themselves, trading
venues may also offer different pricing models to attract different types of traders. For example,
several venues operate an inverted “taker-maker” pricing model, charging fees for providing
liquidity and paying rebates for removing liquidity.
Rule 610(c) of Regulation National Market System (Reg. NMS) limits access fees on
“taking” liquidity from a protected quote at not more than $0.30 per 100 shares. This fee cap
“largely codified the prevailing fee level”7 in 2005, when transaction costs were significantly
higher than they are today. Yet since Reg. NMS took effect, access fees haven’t decreased
materially.
Access fees and rebates are, in practice, linked. Typically, the fees that a trading center
collects are then used to pay rebates on the other side. Importantly, Rule 610(c)’s fee cap does
not directly limit rebates paid. While, as a practical matter, it typically indirectly limits the
amount of the rebates that a trading venue pays in order for a trading venue to maintain net
positive transaction revenues, that is not always the case. In some instances, maximum rebates
offered by various exchanges exceed the fee cap. Exchanges may cross-subsidize rebates from
other aspects of their business, for example.8 Thus, as a general matter, lowering the maximum
access fee trading centers are permitted to charge is likely to result in lowering the rebates paid.
Yet, because the fee cap does not directly limit rebates paid, the amount of rebates that are paid
will not necessarily be bound by the access fee cap. Relatedly, while lowering the fee cap may,
as a practical matter, decrease the magnitude of the rebate’s incentive, lowering the fee cap
would not eliminate the rebate’s incentive. The only way to eliminate the incentive is to directly
prohibit rebates from being paid.
In July 2016, the Commission’s Equity Market Structure Advisory Committee (EMSAC)
recommended that the Commission propose a pilot program to adjust the access fee cap under
Rule 610.9 Notably, while the recommendation proposed to lower the per share fee cap to
varying degrees for three different test buckets, it did not propose to include a “no rebate” bucket
in the pilot. It also covered a narrow set of securities for each test bucket, restricting the pilot to
stocks and ETFs with a market capitalization of greater than $3 billion. There would be only 100
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securities for each test bucket. In addition, the EMSAC recommendation proposed to exclude
inverted exchanges and ATSs from the pilot program.
In our view, the EMSAC’s recommendation would have produced data with limited
value. We appreciate that the Commission has improved significantly on the EMSAC’s
suggested approach with this proposed pilot program.
II. The Commission has, by and large, proposed a thoughtful and reasonable approach to
this pilot. We believe it will provide meaningful data to help inform future regulatory
action.
● We support the proposed approach to apply the pilot broadly to all equity
exchanges and to include a comprehensive set of securities for each test group.
The proposed pilot seeks to test the impact of transaction fees and rebates more
comprehensively than the EMSAC’s recommended proposal. It would apply to all equities
exchanges, including inverted exchanges. It would also apply to nearly all NMS stocks, which
includes common stocks and Exchange-Traded Products (ETPs). Rather than limiting to issuers
with a market capitalization of greater than $3 billion, the proposal would include issuers with
any market capitalization with a price of at least $2 at the time of the start of the pre-pilot period.
Further, rather than limiting each test bucket to 100 securities, the proposed pilot would include
1,000 NMS stocks within each test bucket.
We strongly support the broad scope of the proposal. Applying the pilot broadly to all
exchanges and including a comprehensive set of securities for each test group is likely to
produce a more meaningful dataset, which should facilitate a deeper analysis of the impact of
transaction fees and rebates across the full spectrum of NMS stocks, including securities of
different sizes, with varying share prices, liquidity levels, and resulting trading characteristics.
● We support the proposed approach to include a “no rebate” test group.
The proposed pilot includes a “no rebate” test bucket, which would prohibit exchanges
from offering rebates, either for removing or posting liquidity. The proposal reasons that, while a
lower cap should reduce the likelihood that a market participant will offer a material rebate, the
possibility exists that rebates would nevertheless continue to be offered and would influence
routing decisions. The Commission concludes that “only a complete prohibition on rebates will
allow the Commission to study directly these conflicts and their effects by observing what would
happen in the absence of rebates.”10 We strongly agree with this analysis and support this
approach.
● We support the proposed approach to implement the pilot as a Commission rule
rather than an NMS plan.
The proposed pilot would be implemented as an SEC rule rather than an NMS plan. We
support this approach, as the NMS plan governance structure has proven to be unworkable and
rife with conflicts of interest. It has contributed to, or resulted in, unreasonable delays and
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squabbles between NMS plan participants in the implementation of the Consolidated Audit Trail
(CAT) and tick-size pilot, for example. Such is the inevitable result when for-profit corporations
decide regulatory issues that affect their bottom lines.11
● We support the proposed approach to data collection and assessment.
The proposal would require exchanges to publicly post on their websites, in a
downloadable file, information on their fees (including rebates) and fee changes during the
proposed pilot (including for the pre-pilot and post-pilot periods) using an eXtensible Markup
Language (XML). In addition, exchanges would be required to provide order routing data,
including daily volume statistics of liquidity-providing orders and liquidity-taking orders, both
by security and anonymized broker-dealer. We support the collection of this information, as we
believe it should provide researchers and the Commission with the data necessary to study the
potential conflicts of interest associated with transaction based fees and rebates, and the effects
that changes to those fees and rebates have on order routing behavior, execution quality, and
market quality. We also agree that breaking the data out at the broker-dear level will permit a
closer examination of how different broker-dealers may change their order routing behavior in
response to changes in fees and rebates at each exchange.
Unfortunately, we worry that the pricing tier disclosures, while helpful, will still not
provide enough transparency to permit detailed analysis. We urge you to supplement the required
disclosures with, on a monthly basis, the number of pricing tiers used by the exchange, the
average total transaction cost in that pricing tier, and the number of firms who were in that tier.
We are particularly pleased that the data will be made publicly available for free, in XML
format. This will allow academics, third party analysts, and other capital market participants to
better understand and analyze the pilot’s results. In order to further facilitate analysis and
comparisons between the different exchanges, however, we urge the Commission to aggregate
the data that is collected and posted by each exchange into a single, centralized repository.
While we support the proposed data collection, we believe that it would be additionally
helpful if brokers’ customers could also judge brokers’ routing decisions. The Commission’s
Order Handing Proposal would provide brokers’ customers with critical information regarding
how their orders are handled. We urge the Commission to finalize that proposal, with our
suggested changes.12 While not directly related to the issues at hand, we also urge the
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Commission to finalize the proposed ATS disclosure proposal, with our suggested changes.13
Better understanding how orders are routed and how different venues operate will allow all
market participants to make more informed decisions.
● We support the proposed pilot’s duration.
The proposal would establish a two-year term for the pilot, with an automatic sunset at
the end of the first year unless, prior to that time, the Commission publishes a notice determining
that the pilot will continue for up to another year. We believe this is a reasonable approach. We
expect that a one-year time period will generate sufficient high-quality data to allow the
Commission to reliably analyze the effects and impact of transaction fees and rebates, and
changes to those fees and rebates, on order routing behavior, execution quality, and market
quality. Accordingly, we believe that it will be appropriate to sunset the proposal at the first
year’s end. However, if the Commission is unable to generate sufficient high-quality data, it
should be allowed to extend the pilot for an additional year. We would expect that, should such a
situation occur, the Commission would strive to understand why it was unable to generate the
type of data that it sought and remedy the deficiency so as not to repeat the same mistakes.
III. The Commission should make several important changes to the proposal for the pilot
to produce the most meaningful information possible.
● Test groups 1 and 2 should directly cap rebates rather than just capping fees.
Otherwise, it is possible that exchanges will pay rebates in excess of the fee cap.
The proposed test includes three test groups and a control group. Test group 1 would
lower the cap to $0.15 per 100 shares for removing and providing displayed liquidity, but it
would not directly address rebates. Test group 2 would lower the cap to $0.05 per 100 shares for
removing and providing displayed liquidity, but it too would not directly address rebates.
As discussed above, while lowering the maximum access fee trading centers are
permitted to charge is likely to result in lowering the rebates paid, it is still possible for rebates to
exceed the fee cap, for example if exchanges cross-subsidize from their other activities.14 For
example, exchanges could easily adjust market data and connectivity costs to continue funding
rebates. To address this concern, test groups 1 and 2 should directly cap rebates rather than just
capping fees. Without this adjustment, these two groups would be more of a test of whether the
exchanges can readily find other revenue sources to fund their conflicts of interest, rather than
studying the impact of those conflicts.
● Test group 3 should cap fees both for removing and providing displayed liquidity,
rather than just capping fees for removing displayed liquidity. Otherwise, it is
possible that exchanges will charge in excess of the fee cap for providing displayed
liquidity.
Whereas the first two test groups would cap fees both for removing and providing
displayed liquidity, test group 3 would apply a $0.30 per 100 share fee cap only for removing
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displayed liquidity.15 As a result, a trading center could charge in excess of the fee cap for
providing liquidity. We question why the Commission would create a regulatory environment
where there is an incentive to charge in excess of the fee cap for providing liquidity, particularly
when the Commission simultaneously has gone in the opposite direction in the same test group
by allowing exchanges to provide financial incentives for market makers, whose function is to
provide liquidity. We urge the Commission to reconsider this approach, as it could create
unnecessary complexity for this test bucket and make it more difficult to compare its results with
the other test buckets. It could also lead to a significant preference of one pricing model over
another, similarly conflicted pricing model.
● Test group 3 should eliminate the market maker exception. Should the Commission
decide not to eliminate the market maker exception, it should, at the very least, be
actively involved in prescribing rigorous market making standards. The
Commission should take this approach both to ensure that market makers fulfil
their essential role and to ensure that market makers do not exploit their privileged
position in ways that subordinate their customers’ interests or gain an unfair
competitive advantage over non-market makers in routing customer orders.
Test group 3 would prohibit rebates generally, but there is a market maker exception that
could threaten to undermine the results of the study. Under the proposal, an exchange would be
allowed to adopt new rules to provide non-rebate discounts or other incentives to their registered
market-makers if the incentives are in consideration for meeting market quality metrics specified
in an exchange rule. As a result, certain market participants could still trade in order to receive
incentives. Moreover, there appears to be no limitation to this exception, even for market-makers
who are trading in their brokerage (agency) capacity. This means that broker-dealers who are
registered market makers may still be able to engage in routing conflicts of interest, for example,
if they route their customers’ orders to increase their volume at a certain exchange in order to
qualify for discounts.
We believe that there is virtue in establishing a truly clean, no incentives test bucket, to
test whether eliminating trading incentives improves routing decisions and outcomes.
To be clear, while bona fide market making is a public good and market makers should be
compensated for accepting and fulfilling their market making obligations, market making
standards should not be designed and judged by exchanges for the same reasons that the
Commission shouldn’t defer regulatory decisionmaking to the NMS plans—exchanges’ profit
motives will trump their regulatory objectives. The current framework that allows each exchange
to set its own market making standards leaves too much flexibility for market participants to
shirk their market making obligations just when they are needed most. Permitting exchanges to
continue to set market making standards here, perhaps with a few tweaks, could perpetuate this
problem. Moreover, it could result in certain market participants who qualify for the exception
(and the discounts) to gain an unfair advantage over market participants who do not qualify. To
address these concerns, any market making standards for any exception related to this pilot
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should be formulated by the Commission, or else the purposes for the pilot will be likely
severely undermined.
We believe that such an endeavor is beyond the scope of this pilot. Accordingly, we
believe the most appropriate approach for the purposes of this pilot is to eliminate the market
maker exception.
Should the Commission decide not to eliminate the market maker exception, however, it
should, at the very least, be much more actively involved in prescribing rigorous market making
standards, first, in order to ensure that market makers are fulfilling their essential role, and
second, to ensure that they are not exploiting their privileged position in ways that subordinate
their customers’ interests or gain an unfair competitive advantage over non-market makers in
routing customer orders.
Conclusion
We applaud the Commission for taking this critical step toward making a maker-taker
pilot program a reality. We believe the proposed approach will provide meaningful information
that can help inform future regulatory action in this space.

Respectfully submitted,

Micah Hauptman
Financial Services Counsel

